
WC-FLAG Actions, comments and concerns following Board update sent on 3 September 2021

1) WC-FLAG request to take a quote from an alternative contractor - threatened with POLICE!

WC-FLAG previously challenged the cost of scaffolding in their questions to WCL. WC-FLAG member Ian 

Bush suggested that the spandrels which seem to be the ONLY issue requiring remediation in the EWS1 

survey could perhaps be replaced more easily, quickly and cost effectively by specialist tall building 

Abseiling contractors (as used to install glass perfectly safely at the Shard in London for example) than 

by using expensive and disruptive scaffolding.

WC-FLAG also noticed that in the 218 page (!) tender document, scaffolding was the only option that 

was to be quoted for. WC-FLAG understands the Board have now tried to obtain prices for other 

options, following pressure from WC-FLAG.

On 1st September 2021 Ian Bush wrote to the Directors of WCL asking for permission to access the roof 

area by a contractor for the purpose of getting a quote for the Abseil replacement of Spandrels. WCL 

Directors were invited to attend to listen to the abseil company explain their company and working 

methods.

On 3rd September 2021, on the Question/Answer update WCL said that CHPK Consultant's advice was 

that abseiling was not a method that they would even consider as it was "unsafe" and "checking of the 

work done could not be carried out via this method". WC-FLAG has to question this "advice", bearing 

in mind abseil construction is used safely and effectively around the world on major projects!

On 7th September 2021, the WCL Board denied permission for the contractor to access the roof area in 

order to check the safety arrangements when preparing their quote, stating again that no Abseiling 

company would even be considered.

Ian Bush informed the abseil contractor that the roof would not be available to them but the contractor 

told him it would be ok just to survey from outside, and certain assumptions could be made about 

access and safety provision on the roof. Ian Bush once again invited the WCL directors to at least come 

and speak to this contractor just to get more information. The Directors still refused!

On 9th September 2021 the Abseil contractor visited WC to meet with WC-FLAG in order to prepare their

quote. Before WC-FLAG members could even approach them, they were “greeted” by Jim the Caretaker 

and told not to touch any part of the building and if they tried to step inside the building Jim would call

the police! WC-FLAG wishes to know was it the Board or Matthew Arnold that instructed Jim to 

behave in this inexcusable manner?

This episode from beginning to end shows how the directors of WCL are not remotely open to 

alternative solutions, instead blindly accepting whatever they are told by their newest advisors CHPK, 

who are paid on a percentage fee - the higher the cost to WC leaseholders, the more they get paid!

WC-FLAG wish to understand in detail the relationship between CHPK, the Board of WCL and Matthew 

Arnold / MetroPM. Therefore, we have new questions for the Board of Directors of WCL:

1. Who approached / recommended CHPK to project manage the EWS1 problem? The Board or 

Matthew Arnold?

2. Did WCL advertise for Project Managers?

3. Who agreed a fee where the higher the cost of the project, the more the contractor was paid? 

4. Does the Board think this fee arrangement was good commercial practice and likely to be in 



any way beneficial for WC leaseholders?

5. Please show the contract signed between WCL and CHPK

2) Review of specification documents:

The specification for the replacement of the window spandrel panels proposed by the Board / Managing

Agent / CHPK will totally alter the visual appearance of Warwick Crest. The proposed design leads to a 

complicated wrapping of new coloured aluminium sheeting around the side of all the concrete columns,

rather than simply replacing the white pvc trim as we currently have. This will create 4 “wrap-around” 

coloured strips, 16 storeys high, on each front and rear face of the building!

Why are our Board proposing a more complex design (the more complex, the higher the cost of 

course) which will drastically alter the appearance of the building? Why have leaseholders not been 

consulted on this?

Will this change require planning permission? If these are installed without relevant permissions will 

that mean extra cost to remedy? Have the board factored the extra weeks or months of delays that 

obtaining planning permission will cause in getting this URGENT work done (urgent in Nov 2020!)?

WC-FLAG response to the Board answers / update sent by email on 3 Sep 2021:

3) Section 1 of Board update sent 3 Sep 2021: Funding

The Board's assertions that we needn't worry about funding because "only works that will be covered 

by Government funding will be done" don't ring true bearing in mind the Board's own responses in this 

update.

In question 1 the Board said (our emphasis in bold): 

"Assuming government funding is obtained, then it is likely that the vast majority of costs will be 

covered. Works will be confined to those eligible for funding wherever feasible. The government funds 

supply 80% of the cost upfront, with a 20% payment on completion of the works. Only eligible works will

be funded. It looks likely that remediation work required to make the bin chute, and bin areas safe 

won’t be covered by the government fund. It is important to note that the government fund will 

apportion some of the costs of shared facilities such as scaffolding used by undertaking any ineligible 

works to those works and reduce the funding available to us accordingly. We will therefore avoid such 

works wherever possible. The process of the government funds assessing each building can take several 

months. No work will start until this process has completed as we would want to avoid leaseholders 

having to pre-fund work if at all possible. However, because we also have a duty to achieve safety and 

legality asap, as well as threats from West Midlands Fire and potentially the insurers, we will need to 

assess all those timings/deadlines and there is a risk that pre-funding may be required (if there was 

pressure from the insurers or West Midlands Fire for example)"

And in Question 2 the Board said:

"It is possible that if some of the works are not eligible (see above) that reserves could be used to part 

fund any non-eligible works "

WC-FLAG Response:

Clearly there is no guarantee of funding, and the Board is still considering spending money on other 

works, not just the replacement of window spandrel panels (the only work identified as required by the 

EWS1 survey in November 2020, recommended as urgent and yet STILL not done). 

If FUNDING IS NOT obtained: WC owners will be at the beck and call of CHPK’s / Matthew Arnold's 



total project costs (unchecked if no-one questions it and with both incentivised by their fee 

arrangement for works to cost as much as possible). Costs will be divided amongst the flat owners 

and money will be requested UPFRONT.

If FUNDING IS obtained: Government will decide which jobs to pay money for. Any jobs deemed 

unnecessary will not be funded. According to WCL 80% of the funds will be provided pre-works 

(unconfirmed by WC-FLAG) and 20% of necessary works PLUS ALL of UNNECESSARY WORKS will be 

divided amongst property owners and requested UPFRONT.

Julia Kettle’s question – ‘What happens if someone cannot pay’ – UNANSWERED!!

Costs of ALL WORKS will have at least MetroPM and CHPK each earning a high percentage commission –

the higher the cost to us, the more they earn. Neither will let go until/unless they get their handsome 

return! 

Hence WC-FLAG will keep questioning the cost and necessity of works suggested by these ‘advisors’!

4) Section 2 of Board update sent 3 Sep 2021: EWS1/FRAs

a) In the Board's answer to Question 1- you stated that WC failed the EWS1 for 3 reasons: 

i) ACM panels ii) Flawed cavity barriers and iii) bin chutes and bin area.

Your answer is NOT correct. 

Points 1 and 2 are the same thing – the ACM panels ARE the cavity barriers in question, there are no 

other cavity barriers that failed the EWS1 survey. So by replacing the ACM panels with ones that are 

NOT combustible we would pass the EWS1. 

This work should have been done months ago. The bin chutes and bin area are not mentioned in the 

EWS1 report AT ALL – this is simply additional work made up by a THIRD group of consultants brought

in by Matthew Arnold / the Board! We note also the consultants who proposed this extra work are 

NOT Fire Engineers (according to the Board update).

b) In your answer to question 15 you stated “The work [dismantling brick work around the rubbish 

chutes to install fire cavity barriers] is required as part of the EWS1 remediation”

This IS NOT TRUE – it is not mentioned anywhere in the EWS1 report!

c) In your answer to question 17 you state the panels are being tested by BRE to check if they are ACM. 

They should be being checked to see if they are combustible as well as ACM. WC-FLAG has asked the 

Board to confirm this already, but again, please can the Board confirm exactly what is being tested and 

what the test results are?

d) In the additional comments on FRAs/EWS1 the Board stated “arguably it’s the FRAs that were at fault

for not spotting / highlighting the existence of ACM. However, post-Grenfell the goalposts were moved. 

No-one who was on the Board at time had any reason to suspect ACM until the EWS1 Intrusive 

inspection”

WC-FLAG strongly feels this does NOT excuse the apparent professional negligence from our 

Managing Agent Matthew Arnold, who should have been aware of more than one Government 

Advice Note telling him to check window spandrel panels specifically for combustibility, including 



getting them checked by BRE if not sure. It makes no difference that no-one on the Board suspected 

ACM, it was the duty of the Managing Agent to inform the board of Government Advice Notes which 

related to buildings like Warwick Crest post the Grenfell fire tragedy.

5) Section 3 of Board update sent 3 Sep 2021: Access - options to enable the work to be done

In the Board's answer to question 18 you state “The tender process allows for the contractor to propose

any means of access that they deem appropriate.” 

Please can the Board show the part in the 218 page tender document where it says this? What is clear

from the tender document is that there are pages and pages of detailed specification that must be 

quoted for scaffolding works, with no other access options seemingly given as an alternative that they 

could quote for. 

David Kelly, of consultants CHPK (paid on a percentage fee so the HIGHER the total cost to Warwick 

Crest leaseholders, the more they get paid) gave the following as reasons why abseiling is not 

appropriate: 1) CHPK, Building Control and the Fire Engineer need to check the work 2) access to the 

building can't impact residents and 3) the works need to progress at a reasonable pace.

WC-FLAG would point out that abseil work is not precluded by ANY of these points. Major contractors

use abseilers to undertake maintenance on tall buildings all the time – they are also able to check that

work using a variety of different methods. Proper access and safety work around abseilers is standard 

practise. And abseil work is likely to be quicker than scaffold work. Erecting scaffolding, especially 16 

storey scaffolding, is also one of the areas of building construction most prone to serious accidents.

The Board have REFUSED to even consider an abseil maintenance company. Not only that, but when 

WC-FLAG arranged for an abseil company to visit site to look at the works required and prepare an 

alternative quote, our Board refused them access to the roof to check the strength of abseil 

connection points, and our estate manager Jim threatened to call the police if they stepped one foot 

inside the building! 

We consider this action from our Board and/or Managing Agent to be completely unacceptable.

6) Section 4 of Board update sent 3 Sep 2021: Extras - additional optional works being costed out 

In the answer to question 23: Why are we replacing all ground floor windows, which appear not to be 

mentioned in either of the surveys? The Board stated “We aren’t replacing any windows.”

WC-FLAG must ask therefore why the detailed tender specification asks the contractors to quote for 

“provisionally allow to remove 1no window from ground floor level” and “provisionally allow to 

remove all remaining window from ground floor level”. This is not stated as necessary anywhere in 

the EWS1 report.

There are then numerous answers from the Managing Agent to various questions. The Board are well 

aware that WC-FLAG has already challenged these answers in our response sent on 15 August 2021 yet 

do not answer our points, simply repeat the same information. For completeness, we attach it again to 

this email. 

We still expect an answer to all our questions and points raised in that document.

WC FLAG


